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Week of April 3-9FBI team activities for week of April 3-9FBI Team GenerallyI have now talked with each 

member of the FBI team -- Kevin, Sydney, Ron, and Joan -- about outstanding FBI assignments assigned to 

them on J-Track. David, I talked to you this morning about how we may need to reassign certain of these 

projects on the computer so that the J-Track reflects who is actually reviewing FBI records. I wrote a memo to 

the FBI team outlining the status of the requests for additional information and setting up a standardized 

system for dealing with these requests.We are eager to get Sydney's clearance so that he can start reviewing 

records at FBI.Outstanding Requests for Additional Information(1) Hoover and Tolson Records -- Follow Up on 

FBI-36Ron reviewed the files that the FBI made available in response to our request for Hoover and Tolson 

records. His preliminary review yielded files numbers that appear to correspond to records that would be 

responsive to our request. I talked to Carol about these additional files and she agreed to make them available 

to us. I sent Carol a memo confirming our conversation.Ron, Jeremy, and I met to discuss the Hoover files. 

Jeremy decided that we should make a thorough effort to track down Hoover's files -- both the official and 

confidential files and the personal and confidential files. (2) New Orleans and Dallas Administrative Files -- 

Follo Up on FBI-17 I completed our review of the N.O. Admin file at the FBI and identified 2 assassination 

records therein. I began review of the Dallas Admin file at the FBI, which I hope to complete this week.(3) 

BRILAB I continued work on BRILAB, but I should talk to you about this in person rather than via computer.(4) 

2 informal requests for information Phil made two informal requests for information from the FBI. Carol and I 

talked more about these. Again, I should talk to you in person about these rather than via computer.Potential 

Requests for Additional Information(1) Contacting Assistant Directors of the FBI In our meeting with Jeremy on 

the Hoover and Tolson records, Ron stated an interest in contacting former Assistant Directors of the FBI 

Mohr, Sullivan, DeLoach, and Belmont (or their families/estates) to determine if they have records. We 

discussed Mohr in particular, since he was the executor of both the Hoover and Tolson estates. He died in 

February of this year. (2) Secret Service Leads I discussed with Joan her suggestion that we make three 

requests for additional information -- one on a former SS agent and two more on Cubans. I will discuss these 

with Jeremy.(3) Hosty: List of Right-Wing Activists in Dallas I talked to a researcher who had contacted Thom 

Wilborn with questions about Hosty-related documents. He is wondering whether we have located/released a 

list of names of right -wing activists in Dallas that Hosty discusses in his book. I did some research to see if I 

could find the document. Documents(1) "The Experiment" The FBI has completed their initial work on "The 
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